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Bascule (counterweight) drawbridges

By the early 15th century a counterweight drawbridge
or bascule-type arrangement was introduced into Brit-
ain, probably via France, worked by lifting-arms
called ‘gaffs’ above and parallel to the wooden draw-
bridge deck whose ends were linked by chains to the
lifting end of the gaffs; in the raised position the gaffs
would fit into slots in the gatehouse wall, known as
‘rainures’, and the closed bridge, fitting into a recess
would  usually act as the door to seal the entrance.
These bascule bridges are rare in English castles,
Herstmonceux probably being a lone example (c.
1440), and in Wales there is Raglan (c. 1430). Inside
the entrance the gaffs were extended to bear counter-
weights, or might form the side-timbers of a gate
which would be lodged against the roof of the gate-
passage when the drawbridge was down, but would
close against the gate-arch as the bridge was raised.

They were far more popular across the continent and
can be seen regularly in France, the Low Countries
and Italy, being introduced at the end of the 14th
century and continuing until quite late. In Scotland,
because of their close ties with France at the begin-
ning of the 15th century, they were more popular
than is usually thought. The  CSG Stirling confer-
ence summary has already highlighted and illustrat-
ed two - Linlithgow (c. 1430) and St Andrews (c.
1400-20). Others include: Bothwell (pedestrian on-
ly), Dalhousie (c. 1400-1450), Dirleton - probably,
but since altered and Tulliallan (pedestrian). There
is only one example of a British castle that has both
a carriage and pedestrian bascule bridge side by side
- Raglan. All seem to fit within a 1400-1450 date
range. Common to all is the high arch into which the
bridge and gaffs slot. See: The Medieval Castle in
Scotland, W. Mackay Mackenzie, 1927, pp. 96-7.
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Bothwell Castle. Pedestrian bascule bridge and
yett with single gaff slot and spur, c. 1400.

Dalhousie Castle. Bascule with two gaffs - part of the
1400-1450s entrance, which includes a portcullis.
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Top Left: Tulliallan Castle - pedestrian with spur . Top Right: Dirleton (CSG visited 2007). Below Left: Lin-
lithgow. Below right: St Andrews, the modified foretower with only one chase remaining.


